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The existing curriculum 
15 weeks, 2.5 hours/week
Week 1: combinatorial analysis; introducing the classical approach, the 
“statistical method”
Weeks 2-3-4-5: the formulae of probability (lecture + exercises). 
Week 6-7-8-9-10: Random variables, probability distributions (lecture + 
exercises).
Week 11: Mid-term examination
Weeks 12-13-14-15 Descriptive and inferential statistics. 
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Rationales
Students’ difficulties:
•only able to consider probability problems with 
equally likely outcomes 
•reduction to combinatory analysis
•no connection with empirical relative frequencies 
•inferential statistics as an application of probability 
theory. 
•not really confronted to random phenomena
•textbooks and curricula do not take into account the 
growing use of statistical software
especially critical for non math students 3



Connecting Classical and Frequentist Approach in 
teaching/learning
 make students 

approach probability experimentally, through 
simulations

understand the link between frequencies and 
probability.
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ExperimentalTheoreticalActivity
Estimated a posterioriCalculated a prioriProbability

FrequentistClassicalApproach



Simulation Expected Contributions
1. empirical data, that student 

understand as 
approximation of 
probabilistic values

2. better awareness of random 
phenomena 

3. models of random situations 
as a basis for connecting 
frequentist and classical 
approaches

 A representation of an 
experiment using

– dice, coins, objects in a 
bag, 

– or a pseudo-random 
number generator. 

 Tasks in a frequentist
approach 
 estimate probabilistic 

values
 model an experiment
 observe relative 

frequencies and fluctuation 
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Software for simulating – Offers pseudo- random generators
– Allows large sample, easy resampling
– Widely used in professional statistics

Spreadsheet R
Set of features • Evaluation of the formulae 

dynamically updated on the 
screen of the computer 

• Descriptive statistical functions 
(mean…)

• Key F9 

• Functions for generating and 
evaluating samples

• Command line
• Structured user-functions
• Resampling by reexecuting. 
• Repetition not limited.

Educational aim • Learning to build models
• Becoming aware of

• Fluctuation and convergence of frequencies
Relation frequencies <-> Probabilities

Modalities in the 
experimental 
sessions

• Small samples
• First model

• Larger sample
• More generic model
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Research questions
1. What are tasks and techniques related to a “frequentist

approach”, and how do they improve the teaching/learning of 
probability, especially with regard to probabilistic 
misconceptions and (in) adequate models of random 
situations? 

2. How to connect this frequentist approach and the classical
approach? Especially, how to build an adequate milieu and 
implement suitable didactical contracts? 
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Experimental sessions
 Prepared with the supervisor in France
 Taught and recorded

– by the doctoral student in Vietnam
 Analysed with the supervisor back in France
 Achievements 
 Missed opportunities
 attention points for future implementations



Experimental sessions
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Organization inside the existing curriculum, 
Week 1: reviewing of combinatorial analysis; the classical approach, 
Week 2: Introducing the formulae of probability
Week 3: experimental session 1
Week 4: experimental session 2
Week 5: Exercises in probability 
Week 6: Random variables, probability distributions
Week 7: Random variables (cont.).
Week 8: experimental session 3
Week 9: experimental session 4
Week 10: Exercises in random variables.
Week 11: Mid-term examination, descriptive statistics 
remaining four weeks: descriptive statistics and inferential statistics. 
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Session 1 Sum of two dice Comparing two 
probabilities 

Session 2 Turtle and rabbit Estimating a 
probability in a 
complex situation 

Session 3 Duck hunting Statistical mean 
and probabilistic 
expectation 

Session 4 Monty hall Modeling in a 
challenging 
situation 
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1 relative frequencies obtained by simulationStudents • understand the convergence of relative frequencies 
towards probabilities • are sensible to the fluctuations in relationship with the 
sample size

A missed opportunity
No precise exploration is made of this relationship. 
After the first phase, the teacher and students concentrate on 
approaching the theoretical probabilities and forget the original question
(who is winning more likely?)
 the result of a didactical contract: pay more attention on calculating 
the probability and minimize statistical questions.
. 12



T (talks to class): From the data you get from using with the sample size n = 
1,000 using Excel, we see that the maximum number is 0.356 and the minimum 
number is 0.313… Can you explain why this happens? 

Trung: I think maybe the sample sizes are not large enough to assure the 
stabilization of relative frequencies around its probability. 

T: For you, how large should be the sample size? 

Trung: I think it must be at least 10,000.

T: Ok. That is the reason we need to simulate the game with the sample 
sizes=greater than 1,000.
.
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Models used in simulations Plurality of models • With the spreadsheet, the model is consistent with the situation in the 
sense that the process is stopped after a win • The model used for simulation in R and in the theoretical calculation
consists in throwing the die 6 times, and conclude that the rabbit wins if 
there is a 6 obtained from the numbers A missed opportunity

 The new model is not compared to the previous model and equivalence of 
models is not discussed

 Reflecting on simulations could help but
the pragmatic role of simulation is favored by the teacher
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Turtle and rabbit
 A1 = INT(RAND( )*6 + 1) 
 B1 = IF(COUNTIF(A1:A1, 6) = 0, INT(RAND( )*6 + 1), “ “) 
 C1 = IF(COUNTIF(A1:B1, 6) = 0, INT(RAND( )*6 + 1), “ “) 
 D1 = IF(COUNTIF(A1:C1, 6) = 0, INT(RAND( )*6 + 1), “ “) 
 E1 = IF(COUNTIF(A1:D1, 6) = 0, INT(RAND( )*6 + 1), “ “) 
 F1 = IF(COUNTIF(A1:E1, 6) = 0, INT(RAND( )*6 + 1), “ “)

 Turtlewins = function(n) { 
count = 0 
for ( i in 1:n) { 

a = sample (1:6, 6, repl = T) 
if (max (a) < 6) count = count +1 } 

p = count / n 
p }

P(Turtle wins) = P(¬R1).P(¬R2).P(¬R3).P(¬R4).P (¬R5).P (¬R6) 
= (5/6)^6.

P(Turtle wins) = (5^6)/(6^6) =(5/6)^6.  

Rabbit wins if dice=6
Turtle wins if 6 steps



Sur quoi M. de Roberval me fit cette objection. (…) sur la supposition qu’on
joue en quatre parties ; vu que quand il manque deux parties à l’un et trois à
l’autre, il n’est pas de nécessité que l’on joue quatre parties, pouvant arriver 
qu’on n’en jouera que deux ou trois, ou, à la vérité, peut-être quatre. Blaise
Pascal

452
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56334
541126
3235161
4635563536
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4545222661
2123626534
5563314165
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3523531616
4635563536

Rabbit wins if dice=6
Turtle wins if 6 steps



“Blended” techniqueuseful to invalidate false 
models positive effect on 
misconceptions: students 
question their models in view 
of data from simulationsa student can adapt wrongly 
a wrong model in order to get a 
theoretical value consistent 
with data obtained by 
simulation keeps students out a study 
of fluctuation that could 
prepare them to inferential 
statistics

Students 
 Use empirical results to 

check systematically their 
theoretical calculation

 “Blend” simulation with 
classical techniques 
already taught, in order to 
get better control of these
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Simulation: a milieu for action
– Retroactions when building and executing simulations on the computer
– Constructing of models “in action”
– Checking systematically theoretical calculations against empirical results

 destabilizing misconceptions

Simulation: a milieu for 
students’ reflection in 
probability 
but 
missed opportunities for discussing models 
 underestimation of the “reflective” dimension of the milieu

Necessity of
•A discussion on the size of samples, in connection 
with the statistical question, as a preparation to 
inferential statistics. 
•A careful consideration of the models used in the 
simulations and in the theoretical calculations.


